FINANCIAL BACK-OFFICE
SERVICES
Integrated Outsourcing Services Covering Financial Transactions, Accounting and Payroll

F I N A N C I A L

B A C K - O F F I C E

S E R V I C E S

ASA FBS
An integrated
solution....

When your organization experience higherthan usual rates of errors and issues, or
when you experience high turnover of the
personnel that handle your back-office
functions, or when you are thinking of
expanding your business and you feel like
your valuable personnel should spend more
time on the business rather than on
handling clerical and repetitive
transactions, come to us and try ASA
Financial Back-office Services.
ASA FBS is an integrated solution from
PT ASA Indonesia that cover accounting
outsourcing, tax compliance outsourcing
and financial transaction outsourcing.
The financial transactions outsourcing
covers operational expenditures (OPEX),
capital expenditures (CAPEX),
receivables, payables, etc, or any other
financial transactions.

ASA FBS
Your alternative way that allows you to focus on your business
ASA FBS is an integrated solution
from PT ASA Indonesia that cover
accounting outsourcing, tax
compliance outsourcing and
financial transaction outsourcing.
The financial transactions
outsourcing may cover any
transactions that you wish us to
handle, including operational
expenditures (OPEX), capital
expenditures (CAPEX),
receivables, payables, or any other
financial transactions.
ASA FBS system handles capturing
of transaction documents,
processing of transaction in
accordance with your work flow
policies, communication between
ASA and your company, and
reporting the performance of your
operations on time.
Here's how it works:
Capture your documents in a
dedicated virtual place.
Communicate and process
with the help of the system
Find your reports in a
restricted virtual placer

IndoPayroll is our end-to-end
services relating to payroll. We
will take care of all aspects that
your company need to do relating
to payroll, including computations,
taxation and BPJS. We will also
take care everything related to
deductions from your employees’
salary.
With our technology, the handling
of the financial transactions works
perfectly with accounting and
payroll as if they are all handled
in-house.
We will also help you to utilize the
accounting software that you use
now up to its maximum potential,
as long as they will give benefits for
you in terms of efficiency, speed
and fulfilling your objectives.
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